Abstract. This paper presents the MIC * model of autonomous agents deployment environment. A practical social software engineering framework based on AGR is also presented to show how MIC * is used to develop MAS applications.
Introduction
Multi-agent systems (MASs) are composed by autonomous agents (AAs) that evolve and interact in order to achieve their goals. What is implicit in this definition of MASs is where these AAs live. This containing place of AAs is identified by the generic term of environment. As Odell and colleagues have pointed out in [1] , the environment defines the properties of the world in which an agent can and does function.
However, there are different concerns for the environment regarding the level of abstraction at which the attention is focused [2] .
At the conceptual level, the environment defines the model of the AAs' world and the practical means by which they perceive and act on it to achieve their goals. At the implementation level, agents are necessarily embedded in a software system that offers them some computing facilities.
As Zambonelli and Parunak have noticed in [3] , traditional software engineering approaches usually do not consider the environment at the implementation level as a primary abstraction. In the scope of this paper, the software system containing the AAs and defining their interactions is identified as the deployment environment (DE).
This paper relies on the idea that understanding and explicitly representing the DE is a crucial issue for MAS engineering. Moreover, this paper argues that the DE plays a fundamental role in order to guarantee the autonomy property. In fact, we will see that the internal integrity of AAs is an objective criterion that guarantees the autonomy at the implementation level.
As an example of DE, this paper presents MIC * (Movement, Interaction, Computation). MIC
* is an algebraic model that is independent from both the conceptual and implementation models of the AAs. Hence, AAs are considered as black-boxes that sense and act through the DE by sending and receiving interaction objects (IOs). The interaction between the AAs is defined contextually in interaction spaces (ISs). The whole dynamics of the DE is seen as the composition of three kinds of functions: the movement, the interaction and the computation. MIC * is a DE which is defined at the implementation level. Consequently, MIC * has not to be confused with the modeling of the AAs' application-dependent world. For instance, agent-based simulations which have been developed using MIC * consider the situated environment as a particular active entity operating on the DE [4] . For instance, this entity is in charge of calculating the evaporating/aggregating/diffusing of pheromone, giving an operational semantics of simultaneous actions or environmental variables such as temperature and so on.
Finally, as a case study, this paper describes the implementation of a social framework which relies on traditional organizational concepts inspired by the AGR model [5] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the backgrounds of the work; Sect. 3 discusses the autonomy property and induces the requirements that make necessary the explicit representation of the DE within MASs at the implementation level; Sect. 4 presents the MIC * DE; Sect. 5 shows how a social framework is built upon MIC * ; Sect. 6 presents an application developed using this social framework; and finally Sect. 7 concludes and gives some perspectives.
Backgrounds

Multi-Agent Systems
Few works tackle the general study of DEs. In this perspective, a lot of agent platforms have been developed and are available for the implementation of MASs [2] . However, these DEs are passive within the MAS and are often considered as basic middlewares used to (i) access computer resources and (ii) delivering messages to agents on the basis of predefined and fixed routing mechanisms. MIC * does not settle the interaction and routing mechanisms, it gives simply general requirements that should be instantiated for each particular MAS.
Coordination Media
The coordination medium can be considered as a persistent place where the interaction between the coordinating entities takes place. Linda [6] is an example of such a coordination medium where the entities coordinate their activities by writing and retrieving tuples. A tuple is a set of typed fields and values. Linda has inspired many other tuple-based coordination media such as Lime [7] , Tuscon [8] and MARS [9] . The interesting feature of coordination media is the property of generative interaction [10] . This means that the interaction between entities is uncoupled in space and time. MIC * tries to offer the same property for the interaction among AAs. However, unlike Linda-like approaches, MIC * gives an explicit structure of the medium and defines its dynamics according to the MAS paradigm.
Why an Explicit Model of Deployment Environment is
Needed?
Implementing Autonomous Agents
This section uses Wooldridge and Jennings definition of an agent [11] :
"Perhaps the most general way in which the term agent is used is to denote a hardware or (more usually) software-based computer system that enjoys the following properties:
-autonomy: agents operate without the direct intervention of humans or others, and have some kind of control over their actions and internal state [12] ; -social ability: agents interact with other agents (and possibly humans) via some kind of agent-communication language [13] ; -reactivity: agents perceive their environment, (which may be the physical world, a user via a graphical user interface, a collection of other agents, the INTERNET, or perhaps all of these combined), and respond in a timely fashion to changes that occur in it; -pro-activeness: agents do not simply act in response to their environment, they are able to exhibit goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative."
This definition specifies some features that a physical or software entity must fulfill to be considered as an AA. Still, this definition does not specify how to implement AAs. Consequently, developers may have their own interpretation of the presented features. In [14] , Gouaïch identifies two main interpretations of autonomy in the MAS literature: autonomy as self-governance and autonomy as independence.
Autonomy as Self-Governance
This interpretation is related to the definition proposed by Steels in [15] . Steels considers the autonomy feature from a biological point of view: "It starts from the idea that agents are self sustaining systems which perform a function for others and thus get the resources to maintain themselves. But because they have to worry about their own survival they need to be autonomous, both in the sense of self-governing and of having their own motivations."
The concept of autonomy is thus regarded as a consequence of a survival instinct. For a software agent, it is a question of achieving its own goals while ensuring its functional requirements. Notably, an agent must be able to adapt itself with respect to a modification of the external environment. Castelfranchi [12] shares also this vision and defines an AA as a pro-active entity which has the ability to produce its own laws and to follow them.
Autonomy as Independence
This interpretation relates the autonomy feature to the social context of an AA. The Social Dependence Network (SDN) has been introduced by Sichman and colleagues in [16] to allow AAs to reason about their artificial society. Within SDN, the autonomy concept is used to evaluate the level of the social dependence. Three forms of autonomy are distinguished. An agent is a-autonomous for a given goal according to a set of plans, if there is a plan in this set that achieves the goal and every action in each plan belongs to its capabilities. An agent is considered as r-autonomous for a given goal according to a set of plans, if there is a plan in this set that achieves the goal, and every resource in each plan belongs to its resources. Finally, an agent is s-autonomous when it is both a-autonomous and r-autonomous. According to this definition, an agent is autonomous for a particular goal if it does not depend for resources or actions on another agent.
Internal Integrity: an Objective Criterion for Autonomy
Sichman and colleagues define autonomy as being independent on actions and resources from other agents. On the other hand, [12, 15, 17 ] define agent's autonomy as a behavioral characteristic. From a software engineering perspective, the latter interpretation is more useful and generic since it does not imply to study the MAS social structure. The autonomy is only related to individual characteristics. However, it still remains a subjective point of view because it relies on how the behavior of an agent is evaluated. So, as Weiss and colleagues have pointed out in [18] , objective implementation criteria are necessary to define the autonomy of a software agent. We propose the internal integrity as an objective criterion to implement AAs [14] .
The internal integrity is a programming constraint that considers an AA as a bounded system which internal dynamics and structure are neither controllable nor observable directly by an external entity. In fact, if the AA's software structure is accessed or modified by another entity, the decisional process and behaviors may be altered. Since the decisional process of an AA has to be entirely determined only by its own perception and behaviors, the internal integrity becomes a sine qua none condition to implement AAs.
Agent Deployment Environment: Ensuring Internal Integrity
The internal integrity criterion also raises some issues with respect to the implementation of MASs: on one hand, the internal integrity has to be taken into account to guarantee the autonomy; on the other hand, the AAs are interacting entities that need to act and modify the perceptions of other agents. Since these perceptions are included within the boundaries of the AAs, this contradicts the internal integrity statement. In other words, the problem is to enable the interaction between AAs which boundaries do not intersect. To avoid this paradox, the DE needs to be a non-agent entity that manages and carries out the interactions.
The next section presents MIC
MIC* Algebraic Model
Introduction to the MIC * Model
In order to fulfill the presented requirements on autonomy, the AAs have to be considered as bounded black-boxes. Thus, no assumption is made on their internal structure. Consequently, the DE only considers the observable processes such as the interaction. The interaction process is independent from the AAs conceptual and implementation models. In fact, heterogeneous AAs are able to interact at least if they agree on a common interaction language or ontology. Within MASs, the word 'interaction' is misused and often refers to a communication process. Communication is defined as exchanging information between several locations; while interaction goes further and assumes that the exchanged information modifies the state of the communicating entities. To be exchanged, information is usually encoded using explicit carriers. Within MIC * these carriers are reified as interaction objects (IOs).
For instance, a researcher's ideas can be encoded as words and sentences in an explicit scientific paper which represents the explicit information carrier. Other human agents are able to read this IO and, depending on their competences, to decode the contained information.
Once the paper has been written and published, the emitting agent does not have control on the ongoing communication processes that occur.
For instance, Socrates is still in a communication process with other human agents centuries after his death. Having this intuition about IOs, it would be interesting to look further in their structure. The first abstraction is to define an empty IO that carries no information. For instance, an empty paper is an IO that does not carry any information but just meta-information: it is a paper and it is empty.
The IOs can also be aggregated. For instance, the proceedings of the conference is an IO represented as an aggregation of more elementary IOs. Consequently, IOs naturally have a monoid structure (O, +) with the composition law + and identity element 0. In an aggregation, we do not want to consider the order as an additional information. So, no matter the order of the IOs in an aggregation, one has to be able to interpret them similarly. This makes the composition operator + commutative. Now let us consider a situation where a poor-quality paper is rejected by the program committee of a conference and accepted by a national workshop program committee. This IO never reached the perceptions of other agents in the first case and interacts with them in the second case. So, the interaction process are contextually defined. This introduces the concept of interaction spaces (ISs). Hence, ISs define a local context for interactions among IOs. Notice that the interaction processes within MIC * only involve IOs and is completely independent from the AAs.
The AAs have coordinates, in terms of IOs, in all ISs. When an agent is not 'present' in a certain IS, its representation is equal to the empty IO 0; when an agent is present in a certain IS its representation differs from 0.
The (logical) mobility of an AA is defined as the movement of its IOs among ISs. In order to easily define this notion of mobility, we introduce negative IOs. Hence, an AA moves outside an IS when its representation is reduced to 0. This can be expressed as x + (−x) = 0. So, negative IOs are defined as being IOs that reduce other IOs under the composition law +. So, the IOs structure is no more a commutative monoid but a commutative group (O, +). The group structure is also used in order to define the composition of several MIC * DEs. Thanks to this on-the-fly composition property, MASs for open and ubiquitous contexts are easily modeled and implemented [19] .
The MIC
is composed by two matrices that are described as follows:
1. The outbox matrix: the rows of this matrix represent agents i ∈ A and the columns represent the ISs j ∈ S. Each element of the matrix o (i,j) ∈ O is a representation of the agent i in the IS j. This is the only way for an agent to exist and operate in the MAS. So, the elements of this matrix model the means that enable an agent to perceive and influence the universe in a particular IS. Notice that the means used to perceive the universe are distinguished from the result of the perception. The perception results are placed in the inbox matrix. When o (i,j) = 0, the agent i neither influences nor perceives the universe in the IS j: agent i does not exist in IS j. Each element, or term, T of T is represented as:
. . . 
M IC * Dynamics
An element T ∈ T is an instantaneous snapshot of the DE state. Within all potentially functions defined from T to T , MIC * considers three classes which have special semantics for MASs:
From an external point of view, two AAs are considered as interacting when the perceptions of an agent are influenced by the emissions of another. Consequently, interaction functions modifies the perception results of an agent (defined in the inbox) according to its perception means and others influences (both defined in the outbox) within a defined IS. The set of all interaction functions is represented as φ. Movement (µ): The mobility of an agent is defined as the mobility of its IOs among different ISs. During a movement no IO is created nor lost. In fact, this is an interesting feature to prevent incoherent duplications by guaranteeing that an AA actually disappears from its original IS and appears in its destination IS. The set of all movement evolutions is represented by µ. Computation (γ): The computation is an internal process of AAs. The only way to observe that an AA has conducted a computation is when it changes autonomously its outboxes within ISs. To avoid confusion between computation and movement, after a computation, AAs conserve their presence. In other words, an agent is not allowed to appear (respectively to disappear) suddenly in an IS when it was not present (respectively present) before the computation. Besides, agents are rational entities that change their emissions according to their perceptions. So, an agent consumes its perceptions in order to make a computation. This is expressed in MIC * by resetting the inbox of the computing agent to 0. The set of all computation evolutions is represented by γ.
The core idea is that (i) the DE dynamics is discrete and (ii) any state of the DE is reached from the initial state by a sequence of functions that may be of three classes: (M)ovement, (I)nteraction, and (C)omputation (MIC * ).
Building MAS Deployment Environment with MIC
The formal concepts presented above has been implemented as software structures offering a development library for the designers of DEs. To complete the design and implementation of a DE, the designer has to provide the followings:
-IOs type description: the IOs have been used: (i) to encode and carry information, (ii) to define the perceptions of AAs in ISs, (iii) to define the influences of AAs in ISs, and finally (iv) to define the movement of AAs among ISs. A typing system of IOs has been introduced to describe the fields contained in an IO and to provide a semantics. The types of IOs have also been used to improve the performances of MIC * , especially when using the dynamics operators. Hence, the operators, which are typed functions, are executed only when the matching IOs are present within the IS. The DE designer has to provide the description of the different IO types used within the MAS and their possible hierarchical relationships. The introduced type system supports multiple inheritance. -Interaction spaces: the MIC * library offers a default IS where AAs are initially located. The designer has to define its own application specific ISs.
Dynamics Operators The dynamics of MIC
* is realized by the following operators that are defined for ISs:
-Interaction operators: a couple of IOs is passed to the interaction operator, namely the sensor and effector. The interaction operator returns the interaction result. An IS may contain zero or more interaction operators. Consequently, the interaction is defined between the IOs and not between the AAs. The AAs have to set their outboxes to the correct sensors in order to perceive the effectors of other AAs according to the defined interaction operators. The type information is used to match interaction operators with corresponding IOs present in the IS. -Movement operators: the movement among the ISs is decomposed in two operators which are combined. In fact, each IS defines a set of movement out operators that specify which IOs are allowed to get outside the IS; and a set of movement in operators that defines which IOs are allowed to enter the IS. A path is created between two ISs when the types of their corresponding movement out and in operators match. If a path is found among two ISs, the IOs may move from the source to the destination IS.
5 Building a Social Framework upon MIC * MIC * only offers a generic and low level abstraction of a DE. To build real world applications, one has to provide a higher level engineering framework. This section presents a social framework. The idea is that MAS designers only deal with social concepts which are automatically translated to MIC * concepts.
Presentation of the Social Framework
The presented social framework is deeply inspired by the AGR model [5] . The MadKit [20] platform already implements the AGR model; here we explore another implementation using only MIC * primitives. The social abstractions presented by AGR are briefly described as follows:
-(A)gent: an agent may play one or several roles and may be member of one or several groups; -(G)roup: a group is a collection of roles and consequently a collection of agents that play these roles. The interaction among the agents can occur only when they are located within the same group; -(R)ole: a role is an abstraction that represents a function or a service within the society; agents playing the role fulfill the desired service.
At this stage, let us sketch a preliminary mapping between AGR and MIC * . As shown in Fig. 1 , the group concept may be modeled as an IS: the IS concept may be seen as a logical location where a collection of agents interact. Besides, the agents may move across groups; this is similar to moving across ISs. The agent concept of AGR naturally corresponds to MIC * AAs. Still, there is not a one to one mapping between these concepts (see Sect. 5.2). The role concept is considered as an IO within MIC * . In fact, when an agent plays a certain role, it publishes an IO that describes itself as playing this role. Consequently, other agents can identify its social function and interact with it. The implementation of the AGR model using MIC * is explained in more detail in Table 1 . Two interaction schemes are considered for the social framework: 1. The role-level interaction schema: messages are delivered to agents only by knowing their roles. This mechanism allows implementing one-to-many communications and the discovery of agents' identities by knowing only their roles. 2. The agent-level interaction schema: messages are delivered to agents by knowing their exact identity. This mechanism implements one-to-one communications. Fig. 2 presents the types of IOs used in the social framework:
Implementation of the Social Framework
Interaction Objects
-Message: the Message type represents IOs used to exchange information encoded as a content. This is the base-type of all other interaction related types; it contains a single field, content, that represents the exchanged information. -SocialMessage: the SocialMessage type represents exchanged messages for the role-level interaction schema. The fields of this type are: sender-role that represents the role of the sender and receiver-role that represents the role of the receiver. This type inherits the content field from the Message type. -AgentMessage: the AgentMessage type represents exchanged messages at the agent-level interaction schema. This type fields are: sender-agent-id that represents the identity of the sender; receiver-agent-id that represents the identity of the receiver; sender-role that represents the role of the sender; receiver-role that represents the role of the receiver. This type inherits the content field from the Message type. -SocialRole: the SocialRole type represents roles which are played by the AAs. This type defines only a single field role-id that represents the unique identifier of the role. -AgentIdentifier: the AgentIdentifier type represents the identity of an agent. In fact, since AAs do not have access to the structure of others, they have to explicitly publish their identity. This type defines only a single field agent-id that represents the unique identifier of the agent; it also inherits the role-id field from the SocialRole type. -Authorisation: the Authorisation type is used to control group access using movement operators. An agent is allowed to enter an IS by presenting the correct Authorisation instance. The Authorisation contains the name of the played role, namely the played-role field; and the certificate field that represents a signature confirming that the agent is allowed to play this role.
Interaction Operators Two interaction operators are defined in order to model the interaction schemes:
-Role-level interaction operator: this operator is defined among SocialRole and SocialMessage. A SocialRole interacts with a SocialMessage only and only if the receiver role of the SocialMessage is the same as the role-id field of the SocialRole. This is expressed algorithmically as: return 0 No interaction.
6:
end if 7: end function Movement Operators The groups are modeled as ISs. Consequently, each IS is associated with a set of roles. To enter the IS, an agent has to play a role that belongs to this set. To realize these movements, the group-entrance operator allows agents to enter inside an IS. The agents have to present an Authorisation that describes the played role. On the other hand, the group-leaving operator allows agents to leave the IS.
Interaction Spaces Besides the default IS defined by MIC
* , each group is represented by an extension of MIC * IS, namely the social interaction space. Each social IS is defined with a set of authorized roles; the role-level and agentlevel interaction operators; and the group-entrance and group-leaving operators.
The Autonomous Agents Within MIC * , the AAs may have simultaneous activities. For instance, a single AA can sense its surrounding environment and affect it simultaneously. To realize this simultaneity, several MIC * agent entries are used. For instance, Fig. 3 shows this schema where two MIC * agent entries are associated to a single AA: the sensor entry and effector entry. Fig. 3 . A single AA have several entries within the MIC * deployment environment: an entry dedicated to sense the universe, i.e. the sensor entry; and an entry dedicated to affect the universe, i.e. the effector entry.
From the AA perspective, the sensor entry is dedicated for sensing the universe. Consequently, IOs that perceive the universe are placed in the outbox matrix, and the result of their interaction is placed in the inbox matrix. On the other hand, the effector entry is dedicated to affect the universe; consequently, IOs to be perceived by other agents are placed in the outbox matrix and, in this case, the inbox matrix is not used (marked with X, see e.g. Fig. 4 ). For the MIC * environment, the agent's sensor and effector entries are considered as independent agents; the AA is responsible for making this couple of agents behaving as a single entity. This seems similar to the Holonic approach that considers a set of agents as an single agent [21] ; still, here we argue that a set of agents that have been conceived to behave as a single entity can build a global agent.
To represent the fact that an AA plays several roles in groups, the mechanism presented above is extended such that each AA is associated to an effector entry and zero or more sensor entries. Each sensor entry represents a played role. Figure 4 gives an example of an AA that plays three roles R 1 , R 2 and R 3 . This AA has a single effector to send messages, for instance this agent is sending three messages simultaneously m 1 , m 2 and m 3 in three groups G 1 , G 2 and G 3 . This agent plays simultaneously several roles within the same group: R 1 and R 3 in the group G 1 ; and plays the same role in several groups: R 3 in G 1 and G 3 . Fig. 4 . A social autonomous agent owns an effector entry to affect the universe, and several sensor entries representing its roles. Finally, by considering the presented concepts, the complete mapping among the AGR concepts and MIC * is described by Table 1 . Table 1 . Mapping between AGR concepts and commands to MIC * .
Mapping
Example of Application: Ubiquitous Web
The Ubiquitous Web is an application that emulates the use of the web in a mobile and ubiquitous environment. The purpose of this section is to present how such an application has been modeled and built using the social framework and to demonstrate its deployment on a simulated 3D virtual world.
Organizational Modeling:
Systemic Functions The goal of the application is to emulate the navigation and access of html-based services for ubiquitous environments. There are two systemic functions:
1. Web navigation and access of services: the software system is divided in two main parts, namely the server and client modules. The server module is responsible for delivering web-pages that describe the offered services and forms. The client is responsible for translating the user's commands into requests to the server and displaying the html pages. 2. Discovery of services: the server module of the system is also responsible for delivering a human readable description of the offered services. On the other hand, the client is responsible for discovering all accessible services and for retrieving their description. 
Simulation of Ubiquitous Environments
In order to experiment with the application, a simulator has been developed for ubiquitous environments using computer games technologies. The goal of this simulation is to emulate a physical world where the user, represented by an avatar, can move and interact with the deployed services which are also represented as avatars. spective and can move around in the virtual world. Figure 6 presents the main views:
-Situation A: there is no service in the immediate surroundings of the user. -Situation B: the user perceives a service, but the service is too far away to establish a composition of the DEs.
-Situation C: since a communication link can be established, the MIC * DEs are composed. Consequently, AAs located in both deployment environments can interact. When the user leaves the building of the service (after situation C), the MIC * DEs are immediately decomposed. Consequently, the AAs cannot interact. These are the realistic properties of the ubiquitous environment and the applications have to handle them. Thanks to the on-the-fly composition property of MIC * DEs, the constraints on communication links do not disturb drastically the software systems. In fact, these constraints are handled explicitly in the developed models. For instance, a disconnection is not very different from a silence of an AA that has decided to not reply to external stimuli.
End User Graphical Interface
The user interacts with the client module through the web browser presented by Fig. 7 : 
Conclusion
This paper has argued that the DE is a key concept for agent-oriented engineering, since it guarantees the autonomy of the agents while it defines their interactions. As an example of such DE, MIC * has been presented. The notion of DE separates the concerns of MAS engineering. In fact, the engineering of agents is completely separated from the engineering of DEs. The DE is the common structure offered to different developers to deploy AAs and make a global system which functions emerge from the interactions of the individuals. MIC * offers some interesting features such as the implementation of the internal integrity for AAs; the generative interaction and the on-the-fly composition. These features have provided the basis for engineering open software systems in complex and unpredictable environments such as ubiquitous environments.
However, MIC * has to provide more elaborated control and trust functions. Currently, we are exploring the control of coordination and interaction protocols by MIC * . Hence, MIC * monitors the agents' conversations with regards to interaction and coordination protocols. Any AA that challenges these protocols is identified by the DE and other AAs are prevented from its influences. Consequently, the AAs are offered a normed DE where they can collaborate with autonomous partners.
